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Want to be the next Andy Serkis as Gollum in Lord of the Rings? Or Zoe Saldana in Avatar?
How about Seth MacFarlane in Ted? Or do you want to star in video games such as Fortnite,
Call of Duty or Halo?If so, this book will tell you everything you need to know about acting for
motion capture.This is the first book to provide an invaluable resource for the education of the
next generation of performers in this exciting medium. Over the last 10 years, a revolution has
occurred in digital production - video games have overtaken the film and TV industries in terms
of production and revenues. Many video games derive their digital animation from human
performance by means of motion and performance capture. Actors such as Andy Serkis and
Troy Baker have won critical acclaim for their digital performance in games and film.The book
includes contributions from practitioners working across the globe, including: actor Kezia
Burrows; software developer Stéphane Dalbera; director Kate Saxon; a group of Japanese
games directors; Jeremy Meunier, Head of Motion Capture at Moov studios, Montreal; Marc
Morisseau, motion editor for Avatar; and a Chinese Motion Capture suit manufacturer.
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Motion Capture.)1.3Centroid Motion Capture volume. (Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of
Centroid Motion Capture and Motion Analysis Corporation.)1.4Inertial mocap – an actor wearing
a mocap suit with IMUs. (Image courtesy of Rokoko Mocap and Animation Tools.)1.5An actor
being captured without any markers. (© Qualisys 2021 Markerless tracking with Qualisys motion
capture. Model Sten Remmelg.)1.6An actor standing in a T-pose. (Photo by Archis Achrekar.
Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)1.7An actor’s skeleton drives the animated character.
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by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)2.3The point cloud data reveals any
illusion by highlighting the skeleton’s centre of balance. (Photos by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of
Centroid Motion Capture.)2.4The uncropped reference picture. Mocap is never fooled. If you are
faking the weight of an object, the skeleton will show how you are compensating to make the
illusion, rather than making a counter balance to a real weight. (Photos by Archis Achrekar.



Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)2.5Triangles are associated with strength and aggressive
display. (Artwork by Eden Bø Dower.)2.6Irregular angles are associated with danger. (Artwork by
Eden Bø Dower.)2.7Angles and curves are associated with healthy and integrated strength.
(Artwork by Eden Bø Dower.)3.1Empty space to be filled by your imagination. (Photo by Archis
Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)3.2Mask is highly recommended to train
nonverbal storytelling skills. (Artwork by Eden Bø Dower.)3.3Tape on the floor is a guide to how
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your experience. (Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)4.1There are
on average around 60–65 markers on a mocap suit used to approximate the human skeleton.
(Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)4.2‘For animators, everyone
would pick an HMC’ (Goran Milić). (Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion
Capture and Faceware Technologies.)4.3You will likely be asked to perform a facial ‘range of
motion’ (ROM) which will include extreme facial expressions of fundamental emotions, eye
movements and lip shapes. (Actor and photos by Pascal Langdale.)4.4Facecam Premium (two
cameras). (Courtesy of Standard Deviation. Actor: Philip ‘Fury’ Wainwright.)4.5StretchSense
gloves are dedicated to finger capture. (StretchSense, 2021.)5.1However you choose and apply
techniques to create a believable embodied character, the link between physical and
psychological must be the final goal. (Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion
Capture.)5.2Each capture sequence starts and ends with a ‘T-pose’. (Photo by Archis Achrekar.
Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)5.3Limb extensions can be used to play creatures with
different body shapes, for example quadrupeds. (Actor Ace Ruele. Courtesy of Creature Bionics.
Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)6.1Locomotions like strafing
must be repeated with each weapon the character has as an option. (Photo by Archis Achrekar.
Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)6.2A day of sprints, crouches, crouch runs (strafes),
crawls and jumps is physically extremely demanding. (Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of
Centroid Motion Capture.)7.1‘Here is a key thing to remember about acting in games – you are
with the gamers for weeks. The bond is amazing. You become a part of their life. If you are the
player’s avatar – you help them escape from their world’ (America Young). (Photo by Archis
Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)7.2‘The joy is that it’s a space for play and
imagination and an actor can give their final performance in that freeing environment’ (Kate
Saxon). (Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)7.3There is no room
for regret, lengthy experimentation or character dissection. It’s about quick decision making, a
willingness to improvise and to vibe off your fellow actors. (Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy
of Centroid Motion Capture.)7.4HMCs. You may get used to them, but they hamper movement,
especially if there is combat or close contact required. A scene between two lovers can be
rendered into a dance of stag-beetles. (Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion
Capture and Faceware Technologies.)7.5Often in a mocap shoot, there will be multiple notes,
some technical and some psychological. An actor’s ability to be able to process different notes is
crucial. (Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)7.6The infra-red



cameras that see the reflectors and capture the points in space that make up the point-cloud in
space that represents the skeleton of the character. These will be fixed to the wall or on tripods
all around you. (From Centroid Studio. Photo by Archis Achrekar. Courtesy of Centroid Motion
Capture and Motion Analysis Corporation.)7.7This four-way split screen image from the monitor
in the studio shows three different views of the action from reference cameras. Also included is
the real-time rendering of the characters on the bottom right. (Photo by Archis Achrekar.
Courtesy of Centroid Motion Capture.)7.8The real-time rendered characters may be on a screen
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Archis Achrekar.)9.2‘It’s really hard to believe a digital close-up performance so we need to see
the whole body’ (Richard Dorton). (Photo by Archis Achrekar.)10.1‘Epic Games’ MetaHuman
Creator was made available for free in 2021. (© Epic Games.)10.2Theatrical production ‘Faster
Than Night’. Pascal Langdale in 2014 wearing a Dynamixyz SV HMC (Dynamixyz – A Take-Two
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